ANNUAL FALL TRACK MEET HELD HERE

SPITZ WINS BOTH SPRINTS

The star Chinese soccer team which has not been defeated this season will play the Boston Braves tomorrow at 2 P. M. on the Ballpark Square Field.

Mammoth Smoker To Be Held Friday Night

President Macalurin Will Attend—Future of S. A. T. C. May Be Announced—Eats, Music And General Good Time Scheduled

Plans for the future of the army and navy units if definitely decided this week will be announced by President Richard C. Macalurin, who recently returned from Washington, where he was serving as chairman of the national education committee, at a mammoth and record-breaking smoker, the first real gathering of the entire body of Technology students as members of the Institute this year, to be held in the mess hall Friday evening, the 27th, at 6:45. This affair marks the second time in the history of the Institute that President Macalurin has attended an undergraduate smoker and arrangements for a memorable evening which will include "smokeys" cards and music are being made.

Special permission has been obtained from Colonel Cole and Ensign Banhie for members of the army and navy units to attend the smoker, and the faculty has agreed to overlook the yawns on Saturday morning. The commandants of the military sections however have even stated that if necessary the regular routine will be cast to the winds for the evening and taps will be postponed until the smoker breaks up.
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Joseph Warren Homer, Jr.
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Blown eighty miles south, landing for a few minutes on the north coast of France. He steered home by compass, landing within two miles of his destination. In August he was transferred from Eastbourne, England, to a station near Edinburgh, Scotland, and was made third officer of one of the largest airships, a “Rigid” about six hundred feet long, and since then had been flying out over the North Sea. Having established a reputation as an all-round naval airship pilot, he was last month sent to London headquarters where, according to a letter to his father written October 25, he was “taking a course in structure and design of airships,” and hoping “to get out to the Staff and feel ‘fit as a king’.”

He was the only son of Joseph Warren and Constance Homer of Brookline. He leaves his parents, two sisters, Mrs. Edwin S. Marker of Jamaica Plain, and Mrs. Richard N. Crocker of Brookline, and hosts of loving friends.

He held his course high o’er the restless deep,

His boon companion was the morning star

He watched, and now the stars his vigils keep-

His flight is Rigged to where all heroes are.

W. W. Winsnip

Professional Bags,
Suit-cases & Army Lockers

Headquarters Opposite Your Barracks

84 Massachusetts Avenue

Walton Lunch Co.

Nearest Luncheon Room

At 78 Massachusetts Ave.

“Wish a friendly ‘Ace’ would drop some Murads around here.”
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**Chinese Soccer Team To Play Game Tomorrow**
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**Final War Drive Figures**

SHOW TOTAL OF $92,000

The final figures issued for the United War Work drive of the Institute show a total of $92,000, which is somewhat over the estimated total given out when the campaign was officially closed. Of this amount the six members of the campaign committee gave $144 and the remainder is divided as follows: Students, $56,351; faculty, $8,998; employees, $183, and club of Chinese students, $83. Included among the subscribers are 124 students and 107 members of the faculty.
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1918

ALL HAIL TECHNOLOGY

(Continued from page 1)

Music for the affair is to be furnished by the naval band and the Department of Music.

Mr. and Mrs. James J. Craback of Orange, N. J. have been officially notified that their son, Lieutenant James J. Craback, will be discharged from the service in the near future, and that the wedding has been scheduled for December. The announcement was published in the Norfolk Virginian-Pilot on October 22.

On October 20, 1918, Captain Branton T. Niles, of the Engineers Corps, was released from temporary duty at the Port of Embarkation, New York, and returned to his ship, the U. S. S. "Northland," where he will remain until the end of the war. Captain Niles has served as a captain of engineers for three years, and has been in charge of several large engineering projects.

In conclusion, it is evident that the Department of Music has made a great contribution to the war effort, and that it will continue to play an important role in the future.

WEDNESDAYS AND SATURDAYS

ARMS AND NAVY MEN SHORE ABOUT THE INSTITUTE

Members of the army and navy who are stationed in New York City will be allowed to enter the Institute for a period of time, and financial arrangements will be made for their use of the facilities. The Institute has made every effort to accommodate these men, and they will be welcomed as guests.

The Department of Music has played a crucial role in the war effort, and it is to be hoped that it will continue to do so in the future.

The Department of Music has played a crucial role in the war effort, and it is to be hoped that it will continue to do so in the future.
NAVAL UNIT TO PLAY NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE

Ensign E. Gordon Bailey Appointed Athletic Officer. Team Starts Strict Training—Game Pending with Maine.

Next Saturday will see the navy football team oppose New Hampshire State College at Manchester. The loss of Navy victories will be keenly felt, but the game will be well taken care of by Spofford, who will make his debut in the facet football in this game. A possible is pending with Maine Institute at Worcester on Thanksgiving Day. If this game is arranged it will do much for the sailors.

The team is particularly strong in the backfield. Capt. Bush, Mason, Barlow, and Knott, In last line is Johnson, former Westminster Academy head coach. It is expected to show in a break of the rear guard, but it is hoped the team will be in a forwardly forward position. Stopping, the heaviest man on the team, will be eight feet tall. Coleman, who
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to the forms of the architecture and

Nero.

When the peace treaty is signed, the war of the navy will not be over, for some time to come there will be ample work to do in clearing and sites for its buildings, and in preparing facilities for several years, the work of the small arms must be continued before the efficiency of the men can ever be felt. While more of us are disappointed because we did not have an opportunity of taking active part in the front, yet we have our duties, and continue our efforts, and prove to the country that we are not ready to put our share to any time.
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These famous pencils are the standard by which all other pencils are judged.

17 black degrees. 6 lb. soft to 9 lb. hard and hard and medium may be found.
See the VENUS Stock.

FREE!
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